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Nan Goldin, Kathleen at the Bowery Bar, NYC, 1995. Courtesy of the artist and Pioneer Works. 
Copyright: Nan Goldin. Photo: Dan Bradica. 
 
Pioneer Works curator David Everitt Howe takes a deeply personal look back at two 
former exhibitions he organized by Nan Goldin and Kathleen White in 2017, finding in 
both important lessons for navigating loss, sustaining communities, and caring for those 
whom you love. 



09.08.20 — ART 
Nan Goldin called me out of the blue one Sunday afternoon—on November 26, 2017, to be 
exact. It was like getting a call from Jesus Christ; or I don’t know, Robyn, being all, “Hey David, 
it’s Robyn, from Sweden!” It was 2pm, and my best gays and I had each had a few rounds of 
“brunch” drinks and I was tipsy. Maybe even a little drunk. I had a clay face mask on slowly 
hardening, pulling my gaping pores shut while we watched Schitt’s Creek, or maybe it was a 
flurry of old Madonna videos (I’m proud and ashamed to admit I’m a living cliché of a 
homosexual male). I didn’t answer the phone thinking it was a debt collector or a robocall trying 
to sell me insurance for the car I don’t have. But no, it was Nan Goldin, one of the most noted, 
photographic chroniclers of New York City’s underground queer culture in the 80s and 90s. I 
listened to the voicemail: “Sorry this is last minute, it’s Nan…” 
 
I had a mini meltdown, looking like a green raccoon with “revitalizing” goo all over my face, 
and tried to pull myself together, to meet someone I revered in art school, in the flesh. I had been 
planning an exhibition of her work at Pioneer Works for a few months at that point. The show 
was going to exclusively feature big, glossy new prints of one of her recurring muses, the artist 
Kathleen White. Kathleen was also—in a story full of coincidences—my first neighbor in New 
York City when I was young, dumb, and… I was also planning a concurrent, posthumous 
exhibition of Kathleen’s work at Pioneer Works (she died of cancer in 2014). Capitalizing on 
Nan’s fame to leverage attention towards Kathleen, it was going to be a pairing of equals that 
also would shed some much-needed light on Kathleen’s output, which tended to be over-
shadowed by “that face.” Unsurprisingly, I remember well the time I first saw one of Nan’s 
photos of Kathleen, Kathleen at the Bowery Bar, NYC (1995), in which Kathleen, wearing a 
pretty, revealing blue dress, has a drink and smoke at the bar, eyes downcast as if deep in 
melancholy thought, the alabaster darkness of the establishment’s interior surrounding her as if 
closing in. It has all the pathos of that famous Edward Hopper diner painting, Nighthawks 
(1942), in which three people grab a bite to eat late at night, surrounded by an empty city. At the 
time, I thought “Holy shit, that’s Kathleen!” 
 
In any case, the call became one of those I-remember-when moments you regale guests with at 
dinner parties, “that time Nan Goldin called me and I was wasted,” followed by maniacal 
laughter since it was so fitting, in a way, considering her work is all about dependency. 
 
IT’S a little difficult to pin down what Nan is perhaps most known for now, since recently 
photos of her shouting "Shame on Sackler" and “Fund Rehab,” and throwing pill bottles into the 
moat around the Temple of Dendur at the Met, in the museum’s Sackler Wing, have 
emblazoned The New York Times. Or there’s another indelible image of her in Artforum—
arguably the art world’s most high-profile periodical—lying next to the same moat, surrounded 
by families as part of a die-in, OxyContin bottles floating beside her like little clinical floaties.  
 
The founder and lead organizer of P.A.I.N. (Prescription Addiction Intervention Now), 
Nan founded the loose group to protest the Sackler family, who amassed a great fortune 
marketing the opioid OxyContin while simultaneously burying or ignoring the 
overwhelming evidence of how truly addictive the medication was. 
 

https://nyti.ms/2DhxlhJ
https://www.artforum.com/slant/christopher-glazek-on-nan-goldin-and-the-sacklers-79542


The Sackler family almost single-handedly launched the opioid epidemic in the United States, 
which continues unabated, manifesting all around New York and countless towns across 
America. For Nan, the epidemic is personal, as she herself was addicted from 2014-2017 before 
kicking it after nearly overdosing on fentanyl-laced heroin. It was one of the most excruciating 
experiences she’s ever dealt with. “Your own skin revolts against you,” she noted to the Times in 
2018. “Every part of yourself is in terrible pain.” 
 
This was, of course, a continuing battle dating back to her youth in suburban Boston, where she 
chafed against the confines of her more or less “normal” upbringing. As she noted, “I wanted to 
get high from a really early age. I wanted to be a junkie. That's what intrigues me. Part was the 
Velvet Underground and the Beats and all that stuff. But, really, I wanted to be as different from 
my mother as I could and define myself as far as possible from the suburban life I was brought 
up in." Taking up heroin as a teenager, she used it briefly in art school in Boston, and then 
afterwards in New York City, where she moved to in 1977. There, she settled into a lower east 
side scene of drag queens, nightlife types, writers, and artists who shared in her spirit of rebellion 
and living alternatively—including its attendant drug use. 
 
It’s this part of her life that informs the other work she’s most famous for: the slideshow and 
book of photographs The Ballad of Sexual Dependency (1985 and 1986, respectively), which 
takes its name from the title of a song in Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill’s The Threepenny 
Opera (1928) (in the song a woman sings of her wayward lover: “sexual obsession has him in its 
thrall…a mighty genius stuck on prostitution, but when they died who paid the funeral? Whores 
did.”).1 Brecht is a very cunning reference: a playwright, poet, and revolutionary Marxist 
working in the 1920s, he promoted a new kind of “epic theater” that would breach the fourth 
wall with certain “alienation effect” tactics that made the audience self-aware of their 
position as audience. These included actors playing multiple roles and directly addressing 
viewers, placards that didactically emphasized key points of the plot, and even leaving stage 
lights and other behind-the-scenes objects on the stage,2 all to “show that you are showing…the 
audience identifies with the actor as being an observer, and accordingly develops his attitude of 
looking on.”3 

 

https://nyti.ms/2F5aqrd
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2014/mar/23/nan-goldin-photographer-wanted-get-high-early-age%23:~:text=To%20Goldin's%20delight,%20it%20startles,third-floor%20window%20in%20Brooklyn


 
Nan Goldin, Nan on Brian’s lap, Nan’s birthday, NYC, 1981. Courtesy of the artist and Marian 
Goodman Gallery. Copyright: Nan Goldin. 
 
With The Ballad of Sexual Dependency this idea of looking becomes especially fraught, as we 
witness scenes so intensely personal—so private—that it’s almost as if a corollary fourth wall in 
photography between what’s public and what should be out-of-view has been irrevocably 
washed away. We see Nan herself smiling coyly in Nan on Brian’s lap, Nan’s birthday, New 
York City (1981)her arms draped around her boyfriend’s torso and her neck festooned in tasteful 
pearls. Expressionless, with his eyes looking at the camera and his mouth slightly agape, he 
looks like a deer caught in headlights, surprised by the click of the shutter. In Nan after being 
battered (1984), however, we see her with both eyes encircled by brown bruises, glassy with 
moisture from trauma. Staring at the camera defiantly, her lips are impeccably coated in deep, 
red lipstick, and she wears the same pearls, as if both were a badge of normalcy she refuses to 
relinquish.4 It’s images like these that have led many commentators to describe her work as 
“confessional,” though that word seems like something of a misnomer. Confessional presupposes 
that some degree of guilt is involved when it’s clear a sense of almost gleeful pride runs 
throughout the work, even in its darkest moments. 
 

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2014/jun/05/larry-clark-tulsa-teenage-lust-photography-controversy


 
Nan Goldin, Getting high, NYC, 1979. Courtesy of the artist and Marian Goodman Gallery. 
Copyright: Nan Goldin. 
 
In Getting high, New York City (1979) a man heats up heroin in a spoon, a woman’s red belt 
tightened around his left arm. The scene is notable for its otherwise relative normalcy: a high-
heel shoe lays next to a phone, while a glass of water rests on the floor in the foreground. Greer 
and Robert on the bed, New York City (1982) blurrily documents a quiet moment in which artist 
Greer Lankton—who was born Greg Lankton and underwent sexual reassignment surgery in 
1979—lies on a bed, probably very high. She was known for making papier-mâché dolls in 
which bodies were stretched thin and genitals were crossed between genders, implying all bodies 
are transitional. Next to her sits her ex, gay artist Robert Vitale, who runs his hand through his 
hair while he looks away. He broke up with her years before over her new gender, though they 
remained friends. Greer wraps her hand around her wrist, as if measuring its mass, “looking 
inward, full of longing, thwarted desire and her essential loneliness,” as Nan has described the 
moment. This is darkness of another sort, not of the graphic, drug-paraphernalia kind that’s 
evocative of the work of one of Nan’s most formative, stated influences, Larry Clark. 
His Tulsa and Teenage Lust photo series became notorious for their chronicling of youths toting 
guns, fucking, and doing drugs, caught in the act; in Jack and Lynn Johnson, Oklahoma 
City (1973) a woman grins while licking her lips, forcing a thin stream of heroin out of a 
hypodermic needle just before injecting it into the arm of the man before her.5 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/1996/12/22/arts/a-rebel-whose-dolls-embodied-her-demons.html


 
Nan Goldin, Greer and Robert on the Bed, NYC, 1982. Courtesy of the artist and Marian 
Goodman Gallery. Copyright: Nan Goldin. 
 
Rather, Greer and Robert on the bed, New York City (1982) points to a kind of tone or 
atmosphere of existential reckoning more than any specific, graphic act—quiet, peripheral edges 
of an event more than the event itself. Nan’s camera chronicles fleeting moments in time, 
through the highs and lows, the parties and nights out, the loves fallen in and out of. “I used to 
think that I could never lose anyone if I photographed them enough. In fact, my pictures show 
me how much I’ve lost.”6 Greer died of an overdose in 1986, while Robert died of AIDS in 
1989, four years and seven years after the picture was taken, respectively.7 

 
The photograph then is “the living image of a dead thing,” as Roland Barthes would say. 
It’s that thing that pulls your heart strings, the thing that makes Nan’s photographs so 
moving and yet so hard to put your finger on. 
 
The photograph then is “the living image of a dead thing,” as Roland Barthes would say. While 
I’m loathe to invoke a theorist so overly-referenced and grad school-textbook as Barthes, 
nonetheless his musings on a photograph’s punctum—which came out around the same time Nan 
was photographing these subjects—ring true here; it’s that thing that pulls your heart strings, the 
thing that makes Nan’s photographs so moving and yet so hard to put your finger on. The 
punctum is, for Barthes—writing about the picture of a man, Lewis Payne, in his jail cell waiting 
to be hanged—“he is going to die. I read at the same time, this will be and this has been; I 
observe with horror an anterior future of which death is the stake. Whether or not the subject is 
already dead, every photograph is this catastrophe.”8 



IT’S weird personally going through something you read about in grad school, in a canonical 
text of postmodernist theory—a text that’s supposed to be abstract, and somehow not real, when 
it’s all premised on a very real event we all have or will go through: the death of a parent. 
Before, I was like, “yeah, yeah, I get it.” Now, it feels urgent. As lore goes, in Camera 
Lucida Barthes sorts through photographs of his recently deceased mother, trying to “find” her, 
as if that was even possible in old photographs. Nonetheless he comes upon one, all dog-eared, 
which becomes the whole premise of the punctum, which literally translates as a “point,” like a 
prick or being struck, or cut. I found myself doing the same thing this past March, sifting through 
boxes of family photographs after my Dad died of cancer, feeling déjà vu from something I’d 
read at Columbia, in my mid-twenties. 

 
For some people, they literally can’t look at photographs of the recently deceased. It’s too 
painful. For me, it became a kind of out-of-body experience, just sifting through photos the day 
after his corpse was wheeled out of my childhood house. I was trying to find the “best” images—
him marrying my Mom; holding me up on one of those fucked-up, massive guns on a Navy 
destroyer; giving a thumbs up after protesting Wells Fargo’s funding of private prisons and 
immigrant detention facilities; mimicking the pose of a mannequin in that tacky Pierre Cardin 
exhibition at Brooklyn Museum, which he loved (“David, you should make an exhibition that 
uses lighting effects like that fashion show. So cool!”). 
 
There’s another photograph of him I took on my phone that I’ll probably never show anyone, of 
his body in the hospice bed right after he died. I’m not exactly sure what compelled me to take it, 
except maybe I needed it to mark the event as real when at the time it seemed so the opposite. I 
was the only one in the room when it happened. I wasn’t even sure his last breath was his last; no 
one tells you these things in school. Death seems like a taboo topic, or something no one cares 
about because it’s so un-sexy and so un-marketable, unlike births or weddings. After he stopped 
moving for a while, I Googled “how to tell if someone is dead,” which is comical despite the 
circumstances. I really had no idea how to tell if it was the end. After the hospice nurse came by 
and called it, my family and I went into the other room to build a fire; he loved those. In between 
tending to it I would go to him in the other room, despite there being no reason to. I would touch 
his face and it didn’t feel like him. Nor did he look like himself. He seemed like an alien being. I 
wonder what Barthes would call that kind of photograph. 
 
I still have a few of his voicemails on my iPhone, which I play now and then to hear his voice. 
For me, they function like photographs, as they are an index of sorts even if they’re not the literal 
impression of light on paper, the “thing of the past, [that] by its immediate radiations (its 
luminances), has really touched the surface which in turn my gaze will touch.” So too is that 
voicemail from Nan I have saved, which is in its own way a kind of this-has-been, even though it 
hasn’t happened yet. 
 
NAN met Kathleen in 1988, most likely through their mutual friend, the photographer 
Shellburne Thurber, who also shot Kathleen. But Nan and Kathleen became closer when Nan 
was getting clean at McLean Hospital, outside Boston. Kathleen needed an apartment in the city, 
and Nan met some dude in her detox program who was looking for a tenant. Organizing the 
transaction, Nan later found out the guy was a scam artist; the landlord ran into Kathleen one 
day, and was like, “why are you here?” Friendship ensued,10 but Kathleen had to find someplace 



else to live. After several ensuing apartments, such as one notable storefront on Elizabeth Street, 
she eventually settled in with Cookie Mueller’s partner, singer and actress Sharon Niesp, in her 
apartment on East Sixth Street. Sharon and Cookie were also Nan’s muses (most of her friends 
were), and both became famous for recurring roles in John Waters movies, like Pink Flamingo. 
While Kathleen lived with Sharon, she started to make small, Sculptamold cars due to the sudden 
death of her sister at the hands of a drunk driver, in January 1999. 
 
I’d say Kathleen’s work is marked by an almost elemental simplicity. Often, her canvases 
and sculptures are nothing more than a kind of crude mark made in paint, or an object 
kind of placed just-so. 
 
I’d say Kathleen’s work is marked by an almost elemental simplicity. Often, her canvases and 
sculptures are nothing more than a kind of crude mark made in paint, or an object kind of placed 
just-so. The cars, despite being modeled after (fairly) intricate objects, were brusquely molded by 
hand, and have the appearance of a blobby child’s toy, or maybe of some kind of inchoate, 
indestructible rock—something that could survive anything. They were literally fashioned like 
out of play-doh, then set by heat. She would then paint them a solid color, like green or red. In 
her posthumous exhibition at Martos Gallery, “Year of Firsts”—which ran concurrently with her 
exhibition I organized at Pioneer Works, “Spirits of Manhattan”—two of the cars were placed 
neatly on small, white shelves, a far cry from how I initially viewed them with her surviving 
partner, artist Rafael Sánchez, in her old studio in Chelsea, where there were literally heaps of 
them in boxes, as well as countless flat, unstretched, and unprimed canvases onto which she 
inscribed bright, almost chipper renderings of car after car in paint, one or two per canvas. It’s 
hard to overstate how gorgeous they are, and to my knowledge, these specific car works have 
never been shown publicly. Seen splayed on top of each other, they’re hard to focus on, but like 
everything else of hers in the studio, if you were to frame one or two and hang them up alone on 
a wall, they would command the whole space and still take your breath away. Seen on a perfectly 
white shelf at eye level, Car (1999-2001) looks like a sacred object. 



 
Kathleen White, Car (1999-2001), Sculptamold and oil paint, 1 ½ × 2 ¼ × 4 inches. Courtesy of 
The Sánchez-White Archive and Martos Gallery. 
 
Kathleen made hundreds and hundreds of these little vehicles and would give them to friends as 
gifts. According to Rafael, she made them almost compulsively for two years, as if she was 
trying to process her sister’s passing by making the object that killed her over and over again11—
as if, in the “compulsion to repeat,” as Lucien Freud would say, she was trying to come to grips 
with a reality she couldn’t face. Riffing off of Freud, Jacques Lacan called this “encounter with 
the real” a traumatic rupture that breaks through to the surface, which he termed tuché—
interestingly, Barthes’ punctum was modeled on Lacan’s term: “it’s the Occasion, the Encounter, 
the Real, in its indefatigable expression.”12 Looking at the work of Andy Warhol, 
particularly White Burning Car III (1963), art historian Hal Foster thought the smears, 
inconsistencies, and mistakes in the screen printed image repeated ad nauseum was an example 
of that tragedy’s “reality”—its tuché or punctum—coming through; Warhol himself once said, 
“the more you look at the same exact thing, the more the meaning goes away, and the better and 
emptier you feel.”13 On that same note, while Warhol and Kathleen’s practices are wildly 
disparate, maybe there’s a similar operation happening with Kathleen’s cars. Perhaps their 
handmade irregularities, which varies between each sculpted object, functions like indexes of an 
event too harsh to fully grasp. 



In any case, Kathleen gave up making cars after she broke the oven in the process, precipitating 
an eventual move in 2001 to 151 Ludlow Street in the heart of the lower east side, aided by 
Sharon and Lia Gangitano, the founder of Participant Inc, whose landlord also managed the 
Ludlow Street address. They filled a shopping cart with Kathleen’s things and rolled it down the 
street.14 I moved to that same address roughly five years afterwards, when I relocated to the city 
from Atlanta as a wide-eyed “innocent,” settling in an apartment directly adjacent to Kathleen 
and Rafael’s (they lived together). It was a quintessential New York set-up, a grungy yet 
charming old tenement building crisscrossed by fire escapes. Its front door was covered in 
graffiti, and my Dad joked that when he helped me move in, he pulled up to a homeless man 
sleeping in front of it. In wintertime I would be jolted awake by the clanging of radiators, and I 
could hear pigeons cooing outside my bedroom window at all times, like a kind of calming, 
urban soundtrack of filth. In classic fashion my window faced a brick wall two feet in front of it; 
that little interstitial black hole of a space was like a wind tunnel of pigeon feathers and weird 
smells. I never opened it. Every few nights, mountains of rat-infested trash piled up along the 
narrow streets, and occasionally one of the vermin would run across my feet on the way home 
while wasted, at 2 A.M.. It was hopelessly romantic. 
 
Kathleen and Rafael were also a stereotype all their own—of the seasoned, urban hippie variety. 
Coming from Atlanta where “urban” doesn’t even really exist, this was new to me. Rafael had a 
long, grey beard and looked a little bit like Father Time, while Kathleen would check the mail in 
a glamorous, floor-length fur coat, which I professed envy of. Once Rafael asked me what my 
plans were for the summer solstice, to which I jokingly asked in return if he was going to dance 
naked in the backyard under the full moon. He probably did. He and Kathleen made a nearly 
eleven-foot-high dolmen out of foamcore and painted it to resemble Stonehenge. Gazing at it 
while sitting in a lawn chair, contesting overdraft fees from Chase bank on the phone, I looked 
up and thought, who the fuck are these people, and what is that? 
 
The “what is that” was exactly the point; Rafael was primarily known as a performance artist, 
and Kathleen was associated with paintings and sculptures. They wanted to meet in the middle to 
create something that was collaborative and defied explanation. The dolmen could be taken apart 
and driven to any location, where it could be rebuilt and function as a locus of performances and 
poetry readings, or even just a social gathering; its very contingency as an artwork only 
underlined the contingency of art as such. It was a Duchampian readymade that wasn’t 
readymade, but crafted by two people, together. Its significance went over my head at the time, 
but to be fair, I was twenty-four and not really keyed in yet. 



 
Installation view of Kathleen White, "A Year of Firsts," Martos Gallery, New York, December 
14, 2017 - January 28, 2018. Courtesy of The Sánchez-White Archive and Martos Gallery. 



 
Kathleen White, A Year of Firsts (2001), 40 works on paper, 12 × 16 ½ inches each. Courtesy of 
The Sánchez-White Archive and Martos Gallery. 
 
While she was still living with Sharon and continuing at 151 Ludlow, Kathleen had also started 
her series of drawings A Year of Firsts (2001), which was prompted by her father’s death from 
cancer in March of that year but continued in earnest cataloging significant events during that 
time and from the recent past. One drawing from April, 2001, features only white tally marks—
sixty-four to be exact—on the paper’s unadorned, beige background, as if she were counting 
down the days from some unknown event; or from May of that year in a work with a simple 
black brush stroke forming an inky horizon line, labeled in her handwriting, “the first time I 
forgot and then remembered he was gone, K. White, May, 2001.” A drawing made on September 
11, 2001 consists of black darkness hovering over a swath of ocean-like blue. A Year of 
Firsts speaks to the almost suffocating inexorability of time passing, inevitably bearing out 
losses as it unfolds. These took a heavy toll on her.15 



 
Kathleen White, A Year of Firsts (2001), 40 works on paper, 12 × 16 ½ inches each. Courtesy of 
The Sánchez-White Archive and Martos Gallery. 
 
Yet another loss—this time her twin brother Chris’s suicide in 200716—prompted another group 
of works that later formed the 2014 exhibition “(A) Rake’s Progress,” curated by Rafael while 
Kathleen was more or less immobilized by cancer. Just after Chris's death, she started observing 
the seasonal, shifting colors in our building’s backyard—which together her and Rafael had 
turned from kind of a dump into a hardscrabble garden—as a basis for seventy-one layered, 
pastel monochromes created in remembrance of Chris, all arranged in a neat row around the 
perimeter of Momenta Art’s gallery space. Pinned to the wall at their top corners, they were left 
to flutter like delicate yet blank diary entries, subject to the whims of an errant breeze. They were 
arranged in the order they were made. In the middle of the space, a garden rake and a plumb 
hanging from a thread formed Rake & Plumb ( #1 ) (2014),17 and spoke to the precariousness of 
human life and the “life” of 151 Ludlow Street. A soundtrack of Kathleen typing on the 
typewriter, titled Sound Texts, and a video she made with Rafael of pastel-stained snow from the 
monochromes hanging to dry were another gesture to the space outside, a site they wanted to 
inhabit while it lasted; in the press materials Kathleen noted, “knowing also that the garden 
would soon be lost to the high rents plaguing our city…this physical exploration of color through 
its endless grinding, its proliferating combinations and intense contact onto the page is at once a 
stance of grace and defiance against all the world’s insults.” 



 
Installation view of Kathleen White and Rafael Sánchez, "(A) Rakes Progress," Momenta Art, 
Brooklyn, August 08 - August 31, 2014. Courtesy of The Sánchez-White Archive and Martos 
Gallery. Photo: Kikuko Tanaka 
 
A live performance of readings by Jim Fletcher, Joey Gabriel, Rafael, and Kate Valk—all 
associates and friends of Kathleen’s—closed out the exhibition on its last night, on August 31st 
of that year.18 Kathleen couldn’t attend as she was in the throes of her own death and largely 
unconscious, though Rafael was in bed with her with the event on speakerphone; a friend at 
Momenta held a phone close up to the performers to establish a kind of private and rudimentary 
live stream. Though she wasn’t “present” in many ways, Rafael still thinks she could hear 
everything.19 It was all ultimately a score of her. 



 
Nan Goldin, Kathleen laughing NYC, 1994. Courtesy of the artist and Pioneer Works. 
Copyright: Nan Goldin. Photo: Dan Bradica. 
 
THE seven prints in Nan Goldin’s exhibition of works featuring Kathleen (you guessed it, titled 
“Kathleen”) featured her in many guises, a conscious decision made by Rafael, Nan, and I. Most 
had never been printed before and were taken from a large selection of slides, numbering in the 
hundreds. There’s Kathleen crying in bed; Kathleen grinning mischievously in late-afternoon 
light; Kathleen looking like a badass bitch at Wigstock, dressed in a blue unitard in full make-up, 
smoking a cigarette; and Nan’s favorite, Kathleen laughing NYC (1994). Nan noted in a recent 
phone call, “She could be really funny. I miss her. She had a gentleness about her, but also sharp 
edges. She taught me to always ask people first: ‘how are you?’” 
 
Nan noted in a recent phone call, “She could be really funny. I miss her. She had a 
gentleness about her, but also sharp edges. She taught me to always ask people first: ‘how 
are you?’” 
 
This is probably why when Nan picked up the phone she asked how I was, and how I’d been. I 
responded dryly, “Do you really want to know?” “Yes,” she said.20 



 
Installation view of Kathleen White, "Spirits of Manhattan," Pioneer Works, December 1, 2017 - 
February 11, 2018. Courtesy of The Sánchez-White Archive and Pioneer Works. Photo: Dan 
Bradica. 
 
In another new print, Kathleen in her studio, NYC (1995) we see her in a moment of 
conversation or perhaps distracted, surrounded by boughs of wigs and other hair works hanging 
from the ceiling. Nan would curate this installation, Spirits of Manhattan (1996), in “Shy” at 
Artists Space in 1999, in something of a follow-up exhibition to the now storied “Witnesses: 
Against our Vanishing” at the same space a decade earlier, which was one of the first exhibitions 
to feature work exclusively about AIDS. Probably not incidentally, Spirits of Manhattan was 
also about AIDS, and how it decimated the drag queen community in New York City of which 
Kathleen was intimately involved; she made costumes for many of them, including Lady Bunny 
and JoJo Americo (you can see Kathleen as a background dancer in many Wigstock videos from 
the 90s). During that time in the lower east side, the possessions of drag queens who had 
succumbed to the “gay disease” were often left on the streets, their wigs heaped in piles. Spirits 
of Manhattan was a tribute to all of them. When Rafael and I were deciding what work of 
Kathleen’s to show, we decided on that installation as the exhibition’s bedrock and also as its 
title, as a tribute to the social scene she and Nan shared and as a way to connect the two shows. 



 
Installation view of Kathleen White, "Spirits of Manhattan," Pioneer Works, December 1, 2017 - 
February 11, 2018. Courtesy of The Sánchez-White Archive and Pioneer Works. Photo: Dan 
Bradica. 



 
Installation view of Kathleen White, "Spirits of Manhattan," Pioneer Works, December 1, 2017 - 
February 11, 2018. Courtesy of The Sánchez-White Archive and Pioneer Works. Photo: Dan 
Bradica. 



When Rafael and I were mounting Spirits, we did a careful inventory of every hair piece, which 
took hours. Then we enlisted some of the drag queens featured in the work to hang the piece as 
they did when it originally went up at Artists Space. Rafael filmed the whole thing, as if it was a 
private performance of remembrance. Talking to me a few weeks ago, he said something very 
poignant: 
 
"As a curator, you're actually helping things not disappear. It becomes part of the work, but 
ultimately that's the most beautiful part, as challenging as it is—to integrate people and make 
sure that conversations start to cross over between one show to the next. Part of what Kathleen 
was doing was curating in that sense, of caring for these things. Curating comes from the word 
care [from the Latin curare, “to take care of”]; she cared for these people, you know? And the 
tools that she had at her disposal were her art. That's how her care manifests, so that her brother 
is remembered; so that her father is remembered; her sister; so that the losses of AIDS are 
remembered. That’s what she believed in."21 ♦22 
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Sewart Chris, “Kathleen White and Nan Goldin,” Gayletter, February 8, 2019

Downtown Manhattan in the latter part of the 20th century is something of lore if you grew up 
interested in the arts, alternative rock, counter-culture or battling corrupt government. Nan 
Goldin was no stranger to 1980s New York City’s dangerous and drug fueled streets. She moved 
to New York following her graduation from the School of the Museum of Fine Arts in 1978 and 
quickly began photographing the burgeoning arts scene. Goldin befriended and photographed the 
many vibrant characters that populated the Bowery neighborhood. Among those documented in 
her work was Kathleen White.  



In dual shows up at Pioneer Works, curator David Everitt Howe — along with White’s 
partner Rafael Sánchez — returns Spirits of Manhattan to the gallery setting in tandem with Nan 
Goldin: Kathleen, which features five portraits of White taken by Goldin in the 90s. 

  

Spirits of Manhattan was first shown in 1999’s Shy, an exhibition curated by Goldin that featured 
works from some of those she was photographing at the time . In what Pioneer Works calls a 
“posthumous return to White’s work” (the artist lost her battle with cancer in 2014), the two 
separate but interconnected exhibitions revolve around the two artists; “formidable colleagues, 
they were mutually affected by the AIDS crisis then unfolding in the 1980s and 90s.” 

 



As many queer performers and drag queens began to die from complications related to AIDS 
their belongings were left unclaimed and began to pile up in the street. White, a witness to these 
abysmal scenes of theatrics left for trash, had come to know many downtown characters falling 
victim to the epidemic. Though primarily a painter, White sought to remember her dying 
community and began constructing a series of portraits out of human and synthetic hair. The 
sculptures are exhibited in many ways, arriving in knots, classic curls, very long braids, and 
anatomical shapes; White’s work often dealt with visceral imagery like the heart-shape that 
reoccurs throughout her oeuvre. 

  

Spirits of Manhattan also features a series of hand altered New York phone book pages from the 
era crafted into portraits of their own. White received contributions from nightlife legends such 
as Lady Bunny, Jojo Americo, Billy Erb and David Dalrymple that went straight into the many 
pieces in the show. When viewed in it’s entirety, Spirits of Manhattanis an intimate gathering of 
the myriad personalities that defined a generation of talent lost in the world-wide battle with 
AIDS. 

   

White’s compassion toward the complexity that delineates friendship really comes to life in the 
exhibition. Her works suggests that her love and devotion to the community developed over time 
like authentic relationships do. As the story goes, when White moved to New York in 1987 she 
had not many friends, and so she decided to paint one instead. My Friend is a chalky oil portrait 
of a goofy looking figure. Writing for ArtNews, Gary Indiana noted that “’My Friend‘ shows you 
something of how Kathleen was, what she looked for in people, and what she hoped to find in the 
world, and sometimes did, sometimes didn’t; this friend is subtle, complicated, more than a little 
hidden, freakishly beautiful and singular.” 

  

  

As for the Goldin portraits, some of which are printed here for the very first time, every realm of 
humanity is touched upon. White is photographed in daylight, at the bar, when she was sad, as 
she lie in bed, and when she was happy. They are a poignant addition to the already very sweet 
show downstairs. I was compelled to make many trips up and down the stairs with Everitt Howe. 
With each viewing, White and Goldin’s work unveiled a richer sense of intimacy between the 
two and their contemporaries. Their technical skill came through as well. Goldin is a master of 
natural lighting, and White’s knack for gestural strokes are alive and well in her mixed-media 
portraits. I trekked to Red Hook, Brooklyn when it was frigid outside, a daunting 18 degree 
Fahrenheit, but inside I was warmed by White and Goldin’s compassion on full display. 



  

A drag queen’s job is the promotion of facade. Befriending the performer behind the face-paint is 
no easy task, but White’s Spirits of Manhattan uses the incestuous nature of New York nightlife 
and community to deconstruct these intimidating qualities and aggrandizes her subjects’ joyous 
individuality. Goldin’s documentary style approach is unprecedented in contemporary 
photography, and it was marvelous to have been introduced to White through her eyes. 

Spirits of Manhattan: Kathleen White and Nan Goldin: Kathleen are on view at Red Hook’s 
Pioneer Works through February 11th.





Lambery Audra, “Depending on Independent, the Keenly Curated Art Fair,” Arcade Project, March 13, 2018 

There’s something to be said for an art fair that takes care of its own. This came to mind while 
scrolling through my Instagram feed to find an image of red roses a friend posted that she 
received as a woman exhibitor on International Women’s Day. The photo wasn’t staged by 
Independent: To my knowledge there was no official announcement by the fair. Independent had 
exercised its best judgment in treating its exhibitors with care and compassion. 

In 2018, Independent extends this good judgment and utopic vision to its bountiful offerings, 
reinforcing its consistent ability to exceed expectations with this year’s precise rendition. 
Independent remains the final frontier for fans of art for art’s sake: the carefully curated 
alternative to SPRING/BREAK’s exuberant excess and the Armory Show’s sleek, multi-million 
dollar works. Independent presents a fine-tuned selection of gallerists whose vision shines 
through their keen aptitude for presentation and passion for representing their artists; it helps, of 
course, that each gallery is encouraged to show as few artists as possible. 

The galleries showing at Independent this year were mostly strong, with a few weaker points 
involving picnic table-style red check print and bland, reflective abstraction. Delving into the top 
6 showings proved a tricky endeavor, but below are selected standouts at Independent 2018. 



White’s interdisciplinary works feature abstract elements and blends of texture with direct 
reference to the body. Loaded with memory with a delicate and captive eye toward beauty, 
White’s works appear as whispers on the pages of history: Made of soft, pliable material with 
miniscule details. Martos displays a range of works created by the artist, evoking a sensitive and 
perceptive artist with a deft eye toward composition and scale. Though White sadly passed from 
cancer in 2014, her works live on and continue to document an artist’s vision of how to re-
imagine those whose stories were re-written by a tragic epidemic. 



�

Kron Cat, “Kathleen White: A Year of Firsts,” Art Review, March 23, 2018 

ArtReview108 

‘Life doesn’t compute,’ the critic Bruce Hainley 
once o!ered as a summation of the oeuvre of 
Hanne Darboven (an armoury of endless looped 
scrawls and unequivocal equations, neatly inked 
on graph paper and filling up calendar grids). 
One is reminded of the resolute will with which 
the German artist produced those obsessive 
ledgers when viewing Kathleen White’s A Year  
of Firsts (2001), a suite of 40 drawings in paint, 
ink, pastel and other media on rag paper, many 
accompanied by explanatory pencilled captions 
and each marking a separate day in 2001. The 
New York-based artist is perhaps best known  
for her work commemorating friends lost to  
the city’s aids crisis during the 1980s and 90s  
– a time in which death appeared to strike at 
random, picking o! members of her community 
without logic or reason. White, who died of lung 
cancer in 2014, created these modest works on 
paper in response to the death of her father early 
in 2001 (also to lung cancer) and loss of her 
brother to a prison sentencing in March of that 
year. The spare, abstract compositions, arranged 
in chronological order to span three gallery 
walls, track her emotions on each date. The 
paintings commemorate ‘firsts’ not in the sense 
of new beginnings, but rather in terms of the 
inaugural steps of a slow march ever farther from 

an irrecoverable past. Their oblique, sometimes 
tortured scrawls are testaments to the impossible 
task of wresting sense from tragedy. 

Some dates are milestones: White dedicates 
one painting to her brother’s first birthday spent 
incarcerated, another to the first time she found 
herself forgetting and then remembering that 
her father was gone. Others are prosaic: the first 
trip to the corner store since his death; the first 
Labor Day since his passing. These are inter-
spersed with still other drawings dedicated  
to loved ones lost to aids as well as to her sister 
Charlene, who was killed by a drunk driver  
in 1998 and whose death haunted the White 
family. In each, the artist’s dating is overshad-
owed by the gesture’s seeming insu&ciency  
in the face of the passage of time. In another 
week, it would be a year and a week since the 
anniversary in question. Would the date’s 
resonance still hold?

While Darboven’s precise notations are 
intentionally oblique and incoherent, as if to 
underscore the futility of attempting to create 
order out of trauma (in the senior artist’s case, 
the experience of witnessing the Second World 
War and its aftermath), White’s are tender  
and confessional in their frank admission  
of personal loss. Even more direct, albeit less 

overtly autobiographical, is her four-channel 
1988 video installation (mounted in the centre  
of the gallery), The Spark Between L And D. On  
four monitors, which play the looped 11-minute 
video at varying points in its duration, the artist 
is shown, in a nurse’s dress emblazoned with 
international flags, intoning the chorus from  
On Broadway and slapping her face until it 
appears to bleed profusely. She then proceeds  
to bandage the entirety of her body while 
continuing to sing, until her mouth is mu'ed  
by gauze, stopping only when she can no longer 
move. The application of these bandages, stop- 
gaps that do nothing to redress the violent 
assault upon the artist’s body in the video’s 
opening, and which ultimately silence her  
into submission, is an obvious allusion to  
New York City’s inadequate response during  
the 1980s to its escalating aids crisis. Yet the  
work additionally calls to mind inner turmoil 
and the desire for self-harm exacerbated  
by cosmetic attempts to suppress this urge. 
Perhaps it also speaks to personal guilt.

While The Spark… finds White fuelled  
by anger, in her subdued, elegiac paintings  
of 2001, she has transitioned to – if not  
acceptance – acknowledgement of the inher- 
ent chaos of loss. Cat Kron

A Year of Firsts (detail), 2001, 40 works on paper, 42 × 30 cm. Courtesy the artist and Martos Gallery, New York

Kathleen White  A Year of Firsts 

Martos Gallery, New York  14 December – 27 January
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Preview: Kathleen White 

A look at the work of White, who chronicled the East Village avant garde, at Martos Gallery 
by Rachel Wetzler 
February 2018 

 
Kathleen White,�Car, 1999 - 2001� 

Sculptamold and oil paint�1 3⁄4 × 2 × 4 1⁄4 inches (4.45 × 5.08 × 10.80 cm). 
Courtesy The Estate of Kathleen White and Martos Gallery, New York 

 
 



 

Kathleen White,� Self Portrait, Spirit, 1995� 
watercolor, pencil, glue, hair on phone book page 11 × 8 1⁄2 inches (27.94 × 21.59 cm). 
Courtesy The Estate of Kathleen White and Martos Gallery, New York 
 
At this edition of Independent, Martos Gallery will present works by Kathleen White (1960-2014), who 
emerged in the late 1980s as part of New York’s downtown art scene and created poignant reflections on 
the ravaging of her community by AIDS. In December 2017, Martos Gallery took over representation of 
the artist’s estate and archive, which includes work in performance, painting, drawing, and sculpture. We 
spoke with Martos Gallery director Ebony L. Haynes about White’s life and work, characterized by what 
Haynes describes as “an aesthetics of care.” 
 



Martos Gallery recently began representing the Estate of Kathleen White and the Sánchez-White 
Archives. How did the artist and her work first come to your attention? 
Kathleen White passed away from cancer in 2014. Her studio is on 25th Street in Chelsea, which is very 
near our former location. While working in her studio after her death, White's partner, Rafael Sánchez, 
often came to visit us at the gallery. Sánchez had been a longtime friend of the gallery, but during these 
visits he spoke about White's life and work so poignantly— we were immediately captivated by her story. 
After moving into our new space in Chinatown, we presented White's first solo exhibition with the 
gallery,   A Year of Firsts,  in December 2017.  

 
 
 

White was recently the subject of two concurrent exhibitions, one at Martos and another at Pioneer 
Works. How did these exhibitions approach the artist’s life and work? 
White’s first show with the gallery was presented in conjunction with two separate but connected 
exhibitions at Pioneer Works by Nan Goldin and Kathleen White. White’s Spirits of Manhattan exhibition 
at Pioneer Works focused on her collages and sculptures that incorporate real and synthetic hair, often 
sourced from the artist's friends that were drag performers. White’s community was notably impacted by 
the AIDS crisis, then unfolding in the 1980s and 1990s, and the remnants of hair evoke the many 
people White lost to the illness.  
 
A Year of Firsts at Martos Gallery presented two major works. The first, a video entitled “The Spark 
Between L And D.” Here, White beats herself up and licks the blood off of her fingers. She then bandages 
herself up, almost mummy-like, the whole time singing “On Broadway” until she is so bound, she can no 
longer make a sound. You can still hear her trying to muffle through the melody. The other major work in 
the show is the eponymous “A Year of Firsts,” which is an intimate narrative of the tragedy and loss that 
became ever-present in White’s life. The work can be read like a book, or more accurately a diary and 
unique system of language, as it takes you through White’s year after; year after her father’s death, her 
brother’s death, her sister’s death, and the many friends that were lost to AIDS. 



 
Kathleen White,� Spirits (Lew-Lewis), 1991-95� 
watercolor, glue, hair on phone book pages 11 × 8 1⁄2 inches (27.94 × 21.59 cm). 
Courtesy The Estate of Kathleen White and Martos Gallery, New York 
 
 
The impact of AIDS on White’s circle of friends and fellow artists is a central theme in many of her 
works. Did she see these works as a form of activism, or were they more about reflecting on her 
personal experience of loss? 
White's work is certainly a profound personal reflection on her experience of loss. Whether it was a 
conscious decision or not, I believe her work was a form of activism too. The artist directly confronted the 
emotional effects of AIDS on her community at a time when the disease was a mystery to doctors and 
possessed a negative stigma within mainstream culture. 
 
How did you approach the process of putting together the gallery’s first exhibition of White’s work? 
When White's partner Rafael Sánchez described “A Year of Firsts” to me, he said that "the 
gift Kathleen gave us all through these drawings is beautiful objects to spend time with as we grieve, to 
get us through to the other side of mourning." I wanted viewers to come away from the exhibition with 
this sentiment in mind and an understanding of the very special way Kathleen approached death and, 
moreover, life after death, and to experience what I call her “aesthetics of care.” 
 
What are your plans for the gallery’s presentation of White’s work at Independent? 
Before passing away in 2014, much of White's work was in response to her love for the family of friends 
she surrounded herself with. In the body of work entitled "Spirits of Manhattan," White used pages from 
NYC phone books to make drawings and collages. The works often depict her friends from the drag and 
performance scene, and often include hair from wigs. Also on view at Independent are the "Car" 
sculptures: vessels for fantasy, adventures, and both good and bad fortune for White. Hundreds of such 
works exist, and they allude to the tragedy and loss that became ever-present in the artist's life, especially 
during AIDS epidemic. 



	
 
Lawrence, Kelsey, “Nan Goldin and Kathleen White Examine Friendship and Loss in Downtown 
NYC,” Cools, February 5, 2018 
	

	
 

 
 
Nan Goldin joined Instagram in December, and one of her first photos was Kathleen 
White, her late friend who died in 2014 after battling cancer. White became Goldin’s 
muse of sorts through the ‘90s when Goldin would photograph White throughout a 
tumultuous time, a time of highs and extreme lows, while many of their friends were 
dying of AIDS. 
 
Goldin curated an exhibit at Artists Space called Shy, featuring works by friends who 
were her photographic subjects and artists, as well. White’s installation Spirits of 
Manhattan (1996) was a prominent piece from the show and made primarily of human 
hair — more specifically, the hair of drag performers who were dying of AIDS and had 
no one to claim their possessions, including their wigs. 
 
Hair became a main feature of White’s work, with performer friends like Lady Bunny, 
David Dalrymple and Jojo Americo contributing their wigs. These wigs and other hair 
pieces make up the essence of White’s exhibit at Pioneer Works, Kathleen 
White: Spirits of Manhattan. Goldin’s Kathleen is also being held at the same time, and 
both shows are in conjunction with White’s work at Martos Gallery. 
 
As Dazed noted, friendship was a defining theme in White’s art with “My Friend” being 
the name of her first completed work after moving to New York in 1987. Both exhibitions 
are a tribute to friendship; Goldin’s is a tribute to White and her legacy, and White’s 
exhibition is a memorial to the friends who passed away before her. The hair is an 
unusual bond that unites them all.	



	
 
Novick, Illana, “The Life of Kathleen White as Told Through Her Art and Nan Goldin’s 
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Spirits	of	Manhattan:	Kathleen	White,	Pioneer	Works,	New	York,	December	10,	2017–February	11,	2018	(all	photos	

©	Dan	Bradica)	



In the Victorian era, deceased loved ones were mourned and remembered 
with hair jewelry, their strands lovingly woven into necklaces, bracelets, 
even walking sticks. A century later, as artist Kathleen White’s close friends 
began contracting a mysterious, debilitating virus, she started saving locks 
of hair and accessories, using them to create mourning jewelry for the age of 
AIDS. The resulting sculptures are featured in Kathleen White: Spirits of 
Manhattan, currently on view at Pioneer Works in Red Hook. 

	
Spirits	of	Manhattan:	Kathleen	White,	Pioneer	Works,	New	York,	December	10,	2017–February	11,	2018	

Hair of all colors, textures, and shapes line the space’s second-floor gallery, 
including a nest of braids, buns, and other tangles salvaged from 
hairbrushes. White collected blonde curls and strands of straight auburn hair 
lined with pink bows, which hang on nearly imperceptible string from the 
space’s wood-beamed ceiling, like Edison bulbs in a particularly macabre 



farm to table restaurant, or perhaps a baby’s crib mobile. One pair of curls is 
shaped into a heart; I could imagine tiny fingers stretching up to reach for 
them. Another friend’s hair is in a hairnet, another in a bonnet, others 
hardened by the effects of years of hairspray and dye. A tan suitcase sits in a 
corner of the space, its cargo of mostly blonde and curly wigs spilling out 
onto the floor, as if the ghosts of White’s loved ones are trying to escape. 

	

Spirits	of	Manhattan:	Kathleen	White,	Pioneer	Works,	New	York,	December	10,	2017–February	11,	2018	

The tendrils of hair in White’s work are surprisingly expressive. The pieces 
are messy yet reverent, an entire generation of artists, writers, performers, 
and more rendered in curls, knotted strands, wrapped in yarn, or braided. 



There are more literal portraits, too, drawn in crayon layered on thick and 
looking like masks. But the hair mobiles are White’s most tender portraits. 

	
Kathleen:	Nan	Goldin,	Pioneer	Works,	New	York,	December	10,	2017–February	11,	2018	

On the third floor, in a smaller gallery, Pioneer Works is showing Nan 
Goldin’s photographic portraits of White (who died of cancer in 2014). In 
an image installed near the front of the room, White stands in a turquoise 
bathing suit, surrounded by a veil of sunlight seemingly amplified by 
Goldin’s flash, so bright I was sure I could see floaters at the corners of my 
eyes. On the opposite wall, in the image “Kathleen Modeling the Mona 
Lisa” (2015), White imitates the inscrutable smile of Leonardo da Vinci’s 
mysterious sitter as the sun casts dramatic windowpane shadows across the 
wall behind her. To facilitate the comparison, a reproduction of the iconic 



Renaissance portrait hangs alongside Goldin’s photo, creating a playful 
diptych. 

Kathleen:	Nan	Goldin,	Pioneer	Works,	New	York,	December	10,	2017–February	11,	2018	

A couple of images over from the Leonardo homage, White is gleaming in 
“Kathleen at BBar.” Her pale face, framed by strands of blonde hair, is so 
overexposed compared to her black top that her head seems to be floating 
above her body. In another Goldin photo, White is in her studio, deep in 
concentration. In all of these settings Goldin photographs her friend 
reverently, whether she appears glamorous in a bathing suit or busy working 
in her studio. 

White and Goldin were close friends, and this pair of exhibitions was 
conceived as a conversation. The two groups of work may not be in 
dialogue exactly, but they are related. If White’s show is a kind of memorial 
to her friends who were dying or those she feared might be soon, Goldin’s 



photos are a kind of memorial to White. Both bodies of work are tributes to 
people who knew they might not have much time left, but made art as if 
they had all the time in the world. 

Kathleen:	Nan	Goldin,	Pioneer	Works,	New	York,	December	10,	2017–February	11,	2018	(photo	©	Dan	Bradica)	

Kathleen White: Spirits of Manhattan and Nan Goldin: Kathleen are on 
view at Pioneer Works (159 Pioneer Street, Red Hook, Brooklyn) through 
February 11. 
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Exhibitions To See: 8-Bit Reality, Kathleen White, Immigrant 
Women 
Cassidy Dawn Graves  December 12, 2017 
 

A Year of Firsts 
Opening Thursday, 
December 14 
at Martos Gallery, 6 
pm to 8 pm. On view 
through January 27. 

Kathleen White, an 
artist who worked in 
mediums such as 
painting and 
performance and was a 
notable figure in the 
downtown New 
York alternative arts 
scene during the AIDS 
epidemic, passed away 

in 2014 after a battle with cancer. Though her physical form is gone, her work is very 
much alive and well, and can currently be experienced at two places in the city: Martos 
Gallery in the Lower East Side and Pioneer Works in Red Hook. The latter is a dual 
exhibition, consisting of photographs of White by Nan Goldin and White’s creations 
made from performer’s wigs, many of whom died during the AIDS epidemic. White’s 
work is intimately acquainted with loss, but even moreso focused on the power of 
friendship and community, particularly within marginalized groups and subcultures. 
 



 
 
Sánchez, Rafael, “Spirit Drawings,” April 2016 
 
 

 
Nan Goldin, Kathleen at Her Studio, c. 1996 

 
Spirit Drawings  
 
Throughout the 1990’s Kathleen created ephemeral sculptures utilizing human hair and 
wigs. The exact beginning of these pieces is difficult to pinpoint, however their overall 
import came from her close connection to the downtown Manhattan performance world 
of the late 1980’s and early 1990’s. 
 
She titled this activity Spirits of Manhattan, in which the hair forms were delicately 
suspended in space in installations throughout the 1990’s (New York, Boston, San 
Francisco). Friends from the drag and performance scene contributed their hair and 
wigs to the seemingly ongoing project.  
 
The activity represented a double bind: at once a symbiotic affirmation performance of 
life and creative celebration while death consumed that very community as it was being 
decimated by AIDS.  
 



Kathleen cared for sick and dying friends, as many in the community did at the time. Still 
her studio practice continued in full bloom producing a cross-pollination of mediums. 
Intimate drawings evolved combining pencil, pigment, burns, watercolor and hair on 
phone book pages with moody self portraits, portraits of friends (hair ancestors) and 
strangers, eyes and other mysterious beings.  
 
She referred to the drawings as “spirits.”  
 
Rafael Sánchez, NYC, April, 2016  
The Estate of Kathleen White  
 
 

 
	

Kathleen White 
Self Portrait, Spirit, 1995 

watercolor, pencil, glue, hair on phone book page 
11 × 8 ½ inches 



 

 
 
	

Kathleen White 
Spirits (McCarthy-McConnell), 1995 

watercolor, glue, hair on phone book pages 
11 × 8 ½ inches 
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When Kathleen White moved to New York in 1987 she didn’t have any friends, so she 
painted one. That’s the quick story of a picture I can legitimately call haunting: My 
Friend. Seated, or perched, on a yellowish plinth that might be an ottoman or a 
traveling bag, one elongated forearm resting between his legs, the other extending 
from a slightly flexed elbow down to brittle fingers in a long red glove, the figure 
appears near a corner of a carpeted room, scumbled darkness streaked with light 
forming one wall, a nimbus of flames, even lava, crackling behind his head and 
shoulder. 

My Friend shows you something of how Kathleen was, what she looked for in 
people, and what she hoped to find in the world, and sometimes did, sometimes 
didn’t; this friend is subtle, complicated, more than a little hidden, freakishly 
beautiful and singular, his visible eye circumspect, his posture expectant; I’ll let you 
bring me into your world, and/but I am who I am. The friend appears to me a shy 
person in a moment of realization that another human being possibly finds him 
lovable, maybe for the first time ever. The artist Katie Peyton has a more freighted 
take: “Haunted by the image of the friend. It is because of the terror in it, though it is 
accompanied by the sweetness of such an unguarded expression of loneliness. The 
terror is the fear of living alone, the impossible fact of dying alone. It opens that hot-
to-the-touch negative-zero space inside, the black-hole number that can’t be brought 
into focus.” One view doesn’t negate the other. This life is a fearful, lonely, terrifying 
thing, even between friends. We don’t always feel the space between each other as 
the existential chasm that it is, but it’s there. Still we have a natural desire for the 
warmth of contact and alliance: the need to love. 

Is this friend an alien? If so, good. As an artist, as a person, Kathleen, who passed 
away last September, was drawn to what academic people like to call “Otherness,” 
and others call out-of-the-ordinary people and things. She was attuned to the 
wound, and quick to appreciate the extravagant improvisations of the damaged. Her 
bullshit detector was faster than a bullet and scarily accurate. She loved disobedience 
and daring. 

It isn’t possible to summarize an artist’s life and work in a few hundred words; I can 
try to evoke a sense of Kathleen’s spirit, and hope that others—many others—will 
write more detailed, comprehensive articles about the art she produced over several 
decades: videos, paintings, sculptures, and sound works, remarkable for their 
emotional punch, aesthetic fastidiousness, wit, and concision. A great deal of her 
work sprang from loss and translates remembrance—of family members, of friends 
who died in the AIDS epidemic—into astute, depthful objects and manifestations of 
continuing resonance. Despite the anguished places she drew it from, her work is 
spiked with drollery and a sense of the absurd: I immediately think of The Spark 
Between L and D (1987), a performance in which the artist, dressed as a nurse, after 
socking herself repeatedly in the head, licking blood off her fingers, and wiping them 
off with paper towels from a medical bag, proceeds to mummify herself in surgical 



gauze and tape she extracts from the same bag while singing, in distracted fashion, 
“On Broadway.” The song becomes muffled and incoherent after she gags herself 
with a bandage. Like Winnie in Beckett’s Happy Days, she has a bag full of 
interesting, useless palliatives that ultimately reduce her to silence. It’s horrifying. 
And funny. 

	

	
	
	

Kathleen was a long-distance swimmer in an alternative or parallel art stream that 
has existed in New York and elsewhere throughout the current period of art 
corporatization, enlivening an otherwise taxidermic art world where supermarket 
fairs and ingenious money laundering predominate. She showed work when she felt 
moved to; mere opportunity didn’t suit her way of doing things—once, invited by 
Ethan Shoshan to exhibit something in “Strange Birds,” a show at the Center for 
Book Arts where artists displayed “objects that hold significant personal meaning to 
them,” Kathleen offered nothing as her contribution. “Attachment will bite you in the 
ass, every time,” she explained. “If you are so attached to some thing that it becomes 



your identity, what happens when that thing doesn’t exist anymore? The best thing I 
have is what people have given me, and I have it inside of myself.” 

Unless it excludes everything else, there’s nothing wrong with being career-minded, 
but Kathleen simply wasn’t. She saw the effect celebrity and “personal branding” 
often had on other artists and didn’t find it appealing. Authentic success was another 
story: she was glad when that came someone’s way. She didn’t have the envy gene. It 
simply wasn’t there. 

Her activity ranged beyond the creation of physical objects, in art carried out by 
other means. In collaboration with her husband, Rafael Sánchez, this included a 
sidewalk book table they set up nearly every day for a decade on Hudson Street. “By 
exposing other people to our ‘precious goods,’” Kathleen said, “we’re letting go of 
them, which gives them back to us, because it creates a dialogue that illuminates 
things that wouldn’t necessarily have been brought to light if they’d been left on the 
shelves.” They produced four issues of an “environmental magazine,” alLuPiNiT, 
that featured contributors such as Hunter Reynolds, Luther Price, and TABBOO!; 
Kathleen was herself a formidable wordsmith, and one of the best-read people I’ve 
known. 

And one of the best artists. I was late to recognize this, partly because for some years 
I basically knew her as a voice on the telephone—a smoky, husky voice—that lived in 
the same apartment as a friend who was, more often than not, somewhere other than 
New York; I would call trying to catch the friend and end up talking to Kathleen, 
sometimes for hours, about everything imaginable. And partly because, during those 
same years, I avoided galleries and art exhibitions, for reasons I won’t go into. As it 
happens I had seen her work in some group shows, and been startled by it, but didn’t 
realize this “Kathleen White” person was the same Kathleen I spent hours on the 
phone with. So for years we knew each other intimately well and at the same time 
hardly at all. On the rare occasions when I saw Kathleen out and about, I knew this 
stylish woman who resembled Liz Taylor’s Gloria Wondrous in Butterfield 8 (with a 
more adventurous fashion sense) was Kathleen-who-lives-in-Sharon’s-place, but the 
cognitive drizzle of today’s world being what it is, I never entirely put them together 
until a few years ago. What can I tell you? She wasn’t pushy. She didn’t implore me 
to see what she was up to, she wasn’t hell-bent on reminding me she was an artist, 
she didn’t mistake me for an art critic or herself for the kind of artist for whom every 
influential person is there to be used like a Kleenex. I got it, finally, and now that 
she’s gone, of course, I wish I had gotten it a lot sooner. 
 

Gary Indiana is a New York–based artist and writer whose work over four 
decades, including a new film,YOUNG GINGER, will be sampled at Envoy 
Enterprises in NYC in March. 
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Goodbye to a neighbor 

 
Nan Goldin, Kathleen, NYC, 1993 

When Alex and I first moved to New York City, in the summer of 2006, we moved into a tiny one 
bedroom apartment in the Lower East Side, at 151 Ludlow Street. It was a second floor walk-up, in 
a grimy tenement building. Graffiti was caked all over the door; my Dad continues to joke that when 
he first came to help us move in, there was a homeless man sleeping in the doorway. It was, in 
essence, the kind of place New York City dreams were made of, right in the heart of things; pigeons 
cooed outside my window; the front of the building was overwhelmed with noise from the street, 
the back blissfully quiet; you could walk out the front door, and get a coffee across the street, and a 
drink down the block. Mountains of trash spilled off the curb, and rats occasionally ran across your 
feet at 3 in the morning. This was just before the area became completely gentrified, when there 
were still good bars to go to, and everything seemed genuinely run-down. It had its drawbacks, but 
I loved (and still love) the place. 

 



 
Nan Goldin, Kathleen at the Bowery Bar, NYC, 1995 

It seemed fitting then that our neighbors were Kathleen White and Rafael Sanchez, an artist couple. 
They lived literally down the hallway. They were very nice, but I thought at the time a little bizarre. 
They would ask our plans for the summer solstice; created colonies of worms in the big back yard, 
which for some reason I never really used; and built a massive, portable dolmen, which was 
reconstructed periodically. The thing was fucking huge, and kind of amazing (you can see me 
posing with it below, with some sort of cardboard cut-out stewardess we found in the trash). 

 
 



Anyways, I don’t think I fully appreciated Kathleen and Rafael until much later, after I had moved 
out and started to become more involved at PARTICIPANT, where they were also part of the 
community (both Kathleen and Rafael had a solo show of paintings and drawings there, in 2004). 
But like with most New York neighbors, there’s a weird intimacy involved even when you’re 
basically strangers. Like when a homeless man snuck into our building, and pulled down a massive 
ladder in the middle of the night, waking everyone. Or when there was some sort of fire scare, and 
we stood out in the hallway together, sort of watching and waiting. When I was moving out, 
Kathleen came in when the apartment was nearly devoid of furniture, and gave me her email to 
keep in touch, in case I wanted to write anything in her and Rafael’s magazine, alLuPiNiT. 

I never did, and we never became close. But when Kathleen died last week of cancer, it made me a 
little sad to think that that part of New York is gone, as she was so wrapped up in that building for 
me, and that time when I was new here, and the city was exciting, and exotic - just as much as the 
building’s smells, or the way the radiators clanged in the winter. You may never really know 
someone well, but that doesn’t mean they never had a presence to you. 

 
 
















